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Many countries became involved in World War I, because they were part of the British, German,
Russian, French or Belgian Empires. For example India, Canada and Australia all sent troops
because they were part of the British Empire.
Other countries became involved because they had made agreements with Britain, France and
Russia, the ‘Allies’. These included the United States, Italy, Japan, Serbia, Romania, Greece,
Portugal, Brazil, China and Montenegro.
Germany’s main allies were Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria and Turkey (the Ottoman Empire).
Together they were known as the ‘Central Powers’.
1. Look at the country cards divide them into Allies and Central Powers. Check to see if you
are right.
2. Can you place these country name cards on the world map in the correct place?
3. All these countries were involved in some way in the war. Do you think it was easy to say
no to war, or refuse to fight if you lived in one of these countries?
4. There were many more countries involved in World War I. Can you find out the names of
three more and add them to the map?
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Britain

France

Germany

Turkey

Russia

India

Congo

Austria-Hungary
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Serbia

South Africa

Ivory Coast

Australia

New Zealand

Canada

China

Yemen
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Madagascar

Morocco

Sudan

Egypt

Nigeria

Falkland Islands

Singapore

Cyprus
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Burma

Sri-Lanka

Arabia

Kuwait

Oman

West Indies

Cameroon

Japan
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Latvia

Lithuania

Montenegro

Romania

Honduras

Italy

Brazil
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Prior to 1914 the countries in Europe had made lots of treaties, agreements and alliances to
support each other if any country invaded another.
Germany began to increase its weaponry and the size of its army. All German young men had
to join the armed forces (this was the same in France) and do ‘military service’. Germany had a
large army and the German king - Kaiser Wilhelm II, decided to build a navy of ships that would
rival that of Britain’s (the biggest navy in the word at that time).
The German government also began to look for countries that could be colonised to increase
Germany’s Empire (an Empire is a collection of countries all which are ruled by one single
country). Kaiser Wilhelm II wanted to make Germany the most powerful country in Europe.

© The Innovation and Cohesion Works

All this meant that Britain, France and Russia began to be concerned about the possibility of
war. They increased their own weapons, armies and navies and made agreements to help each
other if war broke out.
The main agreements between Britain, France and Russia became known as the ‘Triple
Entente’.
There had been war in 1912 and 1913 in Serbia. On the 28th of June 1914 in a city called
Sarajevo, the heir to the Austrian-Hungarian throne, Archduke Franz Ferdinand, was killed by a
Bosnian Serb student called Gavrilo Princip. Austria-Hungary’s government believed Serbia’s
leaders to have planned this and supported by Kaiser Wilhelm II, they made demands on the
Serbian government that could not be met; as a result they declared war on Serbia on the 28th
of July 1914.
Russia supported Serbia against Germany and asked France to do the same. Germany then
declared war on Russia on the 1st of August 1914. This meant that Germany was vulnerable
from attack on two fronts, from France as well as Russia. So they prepared to implement the
“Schlieffen Plan”, which was to quickly attack France and then Russia.
To invade France the German army had to go through Belgium which was a neutral country.
This means that they didn’t want to be involved in any war. An agreement called the Treaty of
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London had been signed by France, Germany and Britain in 1839. It said that Belgium must not
be attacked and must be defended if a war broke out. In August 1914 Germany asked Belgium
to let their army pass through to attack France, Belgium said no, so Germany invaded Belgium.
France who had resisted doing so, then declared war on Germany on the 2nd of August. When
Germany refused to remove its army from Belgium, Britain declared war on Germany on the 4th
of August. This meant that all Britain’s colonies also joined the war, offering military and financial
assistance. These included Australia, Canada, India, New Zealand and the Union of South
Africa. World War I had begun.
In Britain the newspapers had reported trouble and unrest in Europe for quite a while, but many
people still didn’t think war was going to happen and it was a shock when it did.
Some people tried to warn that war was coming and that it shouldn’t! They campaigned for
peace before and during the war. Many of these ‘pacifists’ refused to fight or support the war
in any way, they were ‘absolutists’. Some were Conscientious Objectors, due to their political,
religious or moral beliefs. The voices of these people were heard before and during the war,
growing louder (although not always listened to or heard) when conscription (compulsory
military service in Britain) was introduced in 1916.
Most British people didn’t care about Archdukes, alliances, Empires or government agreements,
but they did care when the newspapers began to report that ordinary men (not soldiers) women
and children, were being killed by German soldiers as they marched through Belgium and
attacked France.
As a result there was anger and anti-German feeling. Thousands of young British men and boys
encouraged by slogans like ‘Your Country Needs You!’ began to volunteer to join the armed
forces, to take on the ‘Hun’.
Many believed the war would be over by Christmas and were keen not to miss the chance to be
part of a great patriotic adventure. In actual fact they ‘joined up’ to fight in ‘The Great War’ which
was to last four long years and result in the deaths of millions of men and boys on both sides. A
war so horrific that it would be described as ‘the war to end all wars’ and so far reaching that it
became the first war to involve countries from across the globe – World War I.
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What do you think?
Why did Britain go to war in 1914?
Should Britain have gone to war?
Who made the choice?
What were the consequences of this choice?
What did it mean for ordinary people?
What choice would you have made?
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4th August 1914 – a day that changed the world?
Whose choices?
The Government and
the country’s leaders
Men and teenage boys

Women and teenage
girls

Children of school age
Germans and people
of German background
living in Britain and
Bradford

4th August 1914 the start of World War I
Would you declare war on Germany?
19 +
Would you decide to fight? Would you join the army or navy?
Would you help the war effort at home?
If you were younger than 19 would you lie about your age to join the
armed forces?
Why?
Where would you buy your food? (if in Bradford would you shop at
German stores?)How much food would you get?
Would you sign up to get extra help if your husband went to war(war
relief)?
Would you contribute to the war effort?
How? Why?
What would you do at school that might be different?
Would you contribute to the war effort?
How? Why?
What would you do?
Would you stay?
Would you try and leave?
Would you change your name?
Why?

What choices would you make?
What might be the consequences of your choices?

WWI
Choices and
Consequences

Make a list of the
Make a list of the
major reasons
major reasons for
for and against
Make a list of the
and against the
the German
consequences (for
British Government
Government
both sides) of going
declaring war on
deciding to mobilise
to war.
Germany on the 4th their armed forces
August 1914
in Europe in July
1914

Going to War:
Choices and Consequences
Why do you think
some people spoke
out against and
opposed war in
both Britain and
Germany?

What choices would
you
have made in 1914
and
what might the
consequences have
been?
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Your Country Needs You Poster
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Alfred Leete, b.1882 d.1933, Your Country Needs You, Reproduced by The Imperial War Museum
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only

Photos of World War I Soldiers

All Images. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Photos of World War I Soldiers

Image of Bradford Pals © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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No Militarism in Schools

Creator unknown, No Militarism in Schools, c1918. © Peace Museum
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I Didn’t Raise My Boy
to be a Soldier
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Artist unknown, I Didn’t Raise My Boy to be a Soldier Cover, 1914 © Peace Museum

Stop the War Coalition, Don’t Attack Iraq, 2003. Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Demonstrations Against the Iraq War
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Maureen McDonnell, b.unknown d.unknown
2000s. © Maureen McDonnell, Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Maureen McDonnell, b.unknown d.unknown
2000s. © Maureen McDonnell, Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Maureen McDonnell, b.unknown d.unknown
2000s. © Maureen McDonnell, Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only

Harry Robert’s Medals

Image. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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A Letter From Harry’s Sister
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This is a letter describing Harry Robert’s war. It was sent a long time after World War I,
by his sister to Harry’s daughter Joan. What do you think Harry’s sister thought about his
experiences? As a young woman she wrote a letter to the military expressing her feelings. What
do you think she said? Do you think she got a reply?

Image. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only

A Letter From Harry’s Sister

Image. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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A Letter From Harry’s Sister

Image. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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A Letter From Harry’s Sister

Image. © The Innovation and Cohesion Works
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Extracts from a Tribunal Statement

F. C. Crowther b.1880s - d. unknown. Personal letter, 1916.
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Letter from a Conscientious Objector

F. C. Crowther b.1880s - d. unknown. Personal letter, 1916.
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Kingsway Real Photo Series, S8172, Prison Quarry, Princetown, c1914-1918 © Peace Museum

Kingsway Real Photo Series, S8161, Dartmoor Prison, Princetown, c1914-1918 © Peace Museum
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Unknown creator, The Visit, c1914-1918, © Peace Museum

Richmond Castle, by Jez Smith from Whitefield, Bury, via wikimedia commons (CC BY 2.0).

What is Bravery?
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1. What does it mean to be brave? Are their different kinds of bravery? Make a list.
2. What does it mean to be a hero or a heroine? With your group make a list of all the heroes
and heroines that you admire and say why. Are they always brave?
3. The armed forces, pacifists and COs, pressure groups and activists (like the Women’s
Peace Crusade) in their own way might all be described as brave. In each of the circles
below write words or phrases that describe how each one of these groups might be brave.
Where the circles overlap write down words or phrases that describe how their bravery is
sometimes similar.
Community groups and activists

Pacifists and COs

Armed forces

© Thalia Campbell, Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only.
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We Are Running Out of Poppies

Emily Johns b.unknown d. unknown, We Are Running Out of Poppies, 1995.
Reproduced by The Peace Museum for educational purposes only
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Photos of the Twin Towers Before 11 September 2001

by Yann Forget via wikimedia commons (CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Photos of the Twin Towers During 11 September 2001
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Courtesy of the Prints and Photographs
Division. Library of Congress

Photos of the Site of the Twin Towers After 11 September 2001
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by Bjoertvedt, via wikimedia
commons (CC BY-SA 3.0)
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Why a War on Terror? The main reason given for a global War on Terror is the attacks on
America on the 11th of September 2001 usually called (9/11), including the destruction of the
Twin Towers of the World Trade Centre in New York, an important building to countries across
the world. But the term War on Terror pre-dates these events by almost twenty years. In 1984
the US President Reagan’s advisors first talked about a need for a “war against terrorism”. On
the 16th September 2001, President George W. Bush used the phrase war on terrorism when
he said:
“This crusade – this War on Terrorism – is going to take a while... “
The phrase War on Terror has been used by governments and the media alike.
On the 11th September 2001 (9/11) the United States of America (US) and people from
countries across the world who were in the US, were victims of a terrorist attack. These events
had far-reaching consequences. The attacks caused anger across the world. America and its
allies (including Britain) vowed to find the leaders of al-Qaeda, the terrorist network behind the
attacks, and bring them to justice.
What is al-Qaeda?
Al-Qaeda is an extremist organisation. Its supporters say they want to get rid of Western especially American - influence in Muslim countries, and set up an extreme form of Islamic rule.
Most of the world’s Muslims do not support al-Qaeda or their methods. At the time of the 9/11
attacks al-Qaeda was led by Osama bin Laden. After these attacks, America set out to capture
him. He was finally found living in Pakistan and killed by US forces in May 2011. Al-Qaeda has
targeted both civilians and soldiers in other serious attacks around the world.
Before 9/11
Afghanistan is a country on the border of North-West Pakistan. Before 9/11 an extreme group
called the Taliban were in charge of the country and they supported al-Qaeda. People thought
the network’s leader Osama bin Laden was living there. The US’s foreign policy (how they dealt
with other countries) angered the Taliban, al-Qaeda and supporters of other extremist Muslim
groups. Many people from all sorts of backgrounds did not support the US’s (or Britain’s)
foreign policy and actions, but would never have used terrorism or violence to make their views
known, (for example the British ‘Stop the War Coalition’).
What happened on 9/11?
• Al-Qaeda extremists hijacked four planes that were flying above the US
• Two of them were flown into the twin towers of the World Trade Centre, the highest buildings
in New York, famous throughout the world and the work place of people from across the
globe
• Another plane was crashed into the Pentagon, the main military building in the US capital
city, Washington DC
• The fourth plane crashed into a field, 80 miles from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania after
passengers on the plane realised what was happening and struggled with the hijackers
• The attacks shocked the international community and families from across the world lost
loved ones. It was the biggest terrorist attack ever on America
• Nearly 3,000 people died in the attacks on the World Trade Centre, the Pentagon and the
crash in Pittsburgh.
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The attacks had a huge international impact. Some people think 9/11 is a day that changed the
world. What do you think?
After 9/11
In October 2001, the US and Britain invaded Afghanistan to try and destroy al-Qaeda and bring
down the government which sheltered its leaders. Troops from other countries became involved
too. The Taliban were quickly driven out of the capital city, Kabul, but even today Afghanistan
remains a dangerous place. British troops and forces from other countries are still there, trying
to help the Afghan government build a stable nation - but Taliban fighters continue to carry out
surprise attacks, and soldiers and Afghan civilians are still dying.
It was in 2011, ten years after the war in Afghanistan began, that Osama bin Laden was
eventually found by US soldiers in Pakistan, where he was shot and killed.
The war in Iraq
In 2003 the United States and Britain led an invasion of Iraq, overthrowing the government
led by President Saddam Hussein. The American and British governments said that, as well
as being a threat to other countries, Iraq was making chemical weapons, abusing and killing
sectors of its own community and that the Iraqi government was sympathetic to the actions of
terrorists, including al - Qaeda. In Britain, there was much debate over whether all this was true
and the invasion of Iraq was controversial. Many people, from a wide variety of backgrounds,
campaigned and demonstrated against the Iraq war.
There continues to be a great deal of violence in Iraq, between different groups struggling for
power. Many thousands of Iraqi civilians, men, women and children have died in the violence
(and continue to do so) as well as thousands of foreign troops.
Britain and the War on Terror
Britain joined the US in this War on Terror and sent troops to Iraq in 2003. British forces are still
in Afghanistan.
The need for Britain’s involvement was strengthened in some people’s minds by the terrorist
bombings in London on the 7th of July 2005 (7/7). For others this was proof that British foreign
policy was badly thought out, leading to revenge attacks from extremist groups and resulting in
the radicalisation of some individuals.
Similar arguments were aired following the murder in Woolwich, of soldier Fusilier Lee Rigby in
June 2013; some blamed foreign policy, others extremist groups who were ‘brainwashing’ young
people with false information and propaganda, via the internet and other sources.
Extremism and radicalisation in any quarter may lead to terror attacks (far right groups also
‘brainwash’ with propaganda and false information) and Britain has experienced in 2013
revenge attacks on mosques and ordinary Muslims from far right groups (such as the English
Defence League (EDL)) and individuals. The response from some of the mosques was to offer
tea to those who were harassing them! As they explained to the press, Islam means peace and
that is what the majority of Muslims wish for.
In July 2013 the BBC began to report that far right attacks on Muslims, their homes, businesses
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and mosques, were also acts of terror by extremists and so would be investigated and treated
as such, by the authorities.
What do you think?
Should Britain have got involved in fighting terrorism?
How has this war affected life on the ‘Home Front’ in Britain?

Note: Islam is a religion; Muslim is a person who follows Islam. Muslims come from many
different countries, cultures and ethnicities as do Christians.
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The 11th September 2011 - A day that changed the world?
Whose choices?
The Government and
the country’s leaders

Men and women

Children of school age
Muslims of all
nationalities, ethnicities
and backgrounds living
in Britain and Bradford

11th September 2001 – 9/11
Would you declare War on Terror?
Would you support military action against another country?
Would you state that not all Muslims are represented by al-Qaeda?
Would you be confident about the accuracy of the information
leading to taking military action?
Would you see this as an attack on all countries?
Would you try to understand the background to the event?
Would you support government action?
Would you be confident with naming an ‘enemy’?
Would you campaign /protest? Peace? War?
Would you try to stop this happening again?
Would you say that aggression is the only response?
Would you argue for dialogue?
Would you discuss the situation with you parents and friends?
Would you still be friends with people of different faiths, cultures and
ethnicities?
Would you oppose the attack?
Would you talk to people about Islam and make it clear that the
terrorists do not represent all Muslims?
Should you have to do this?
If you feel uncomfortable or experience hate crime, would you speak
out?
Would you be public about your faith?

What we want to
change

How we will do it

Who will do it

When

How much it will
cost

An Action Plan for Change
How we will
know we have
been successful

What we will do
next
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Women’s Peace Crusade Banners

All Images, Peter Nias © The Peace Museum
Reproduced by for educational purposes only
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Malala Yousafzai, the 16-year-old who was shot by the Taliban in Pakistan in 2012,
speaks at United Nations headquarters in New York, USA, 12 July 2013.

Malala Yousafzai
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English Defence League Homepage
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NC Links :
English, Citizenship, Art, History

Key Vocabulary :
Poppy, remembrance, Co-Operative Women’s Guild,
Peace Pledge Union,
General Haig, Haig Appeal, Animal Aid, courage,
debate, British Legion

Poppies, remembrance, respect and action
Whose poppy is it anyway?
The Royal British Legion, the Peace Pledge Union
and Animal Aid - Red, white or purple?

Students should:
• make comparisons between different types of
bravery and be able to recognise when a certain
action has taken courage
• know why poppies may arise strong feelings and
be a cause of tension
• be able to say if this is justified
• provide an opinion on the importance of
remembrance

Key Concepts :

•
•
•

Objectives

Whose Poppy?

Post 16 Key Activities Whose Poppy?

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Discuss what it means to be brave, courageous,
a hero, or heroine? In groups brainstorm recent
heroes and heroines and make a list
Can anyone be brave? Is all courage always
exactly the same? Did it take courage to refuse
to fight in World War I? Why? Did it take courage
as a soldier, to fight and go ‘over the top’? Look
at pictures of CO’s, prison photographs, explain
Isaac Hall’s experiences; any one heard of him?
Why not? A hidden history? Watch final scene
from Black Adder ‘Over the Top’ – funny but???
Bravery? Different but similar?
Some people who fought in the war were Black
or South Asian. Ask students to name someone
who served in the British army in the ‘Great War’
who was not White (in some instances this may
be a family member) Do they know of any famous
ones? If not why not? Many died fighting for ‘King
and Country’. Is this another hidden history Is it
one worth campaigning for to make public?
How do many people remember those who died in
the Great War? Poppies….so who are the poppies
for and why poppies? Are poppies for every one
(e.g. the Shot at Dawn campaign boys and men?)
Share ‘Whose Poppies?’
Look at the two banners ‘Remembrance is Not
Enough’ and ‘We are Running Out of Poppies’.
What are their hidden messages? What do they
want people to do?
In groups create a presentation in favour of
wearing a red poppy or against; for wearing white
poppies or against; in defence of the need for a
purple poppy or against. Hold a group debate and
vote for the winner.
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Extension Activities : Reflective diary, write 250
words that explain why remembrance is not enough.

Key Activities

Post 16 Key Activities - Whose Poppy?

